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F.,	Narayana,	U.,	Luxenberg,	J.	The	American	Psychiatric	Association	practice	guideline	on	the	use	of	antipsychotics	to	treat	agitation	or	psychosis	in	patients	with	dementia.	K.,	Moreno,	J.	Clinical	efficacy	of	lamotrigine	and	changes	in	the	dosages	of	concomitantly	used	psychotropic	drugs	in	Alzheimer’s	disease	with	behavioural	and	psychological
symptoms	of	dementia:	a	preliminary	open-label	trial.	Moreover,	these	RCTs	do	not	provide	evidence	that	music	therapy	can	produce	long-lasting	effects.	Unlike	certain	person-centered	and	behavioral	interventions,	sensory	stimulation	interventions	either	have	mixed	evidence	or	have	been	shown	to	be	generally	ineffective	in	ameliorating	HIDA
domain	symptoms	(Robichaud	et	al.,	1994;	Alessi	et	al.,	1999;	Baker	et	al.,	2001;	Smallwood	et	al.,	2001;	Buettner	and	Fitzsimmons,	2002;	Fitzsimmons	and	Buettner,	2002;	Ballard	et	al.,	2002;	Holmes	et	al.,	2002;	Cott	et	al.,	2002;	Remington,	2002;	van	Diepen	et	al.,	2002;	Ancoli-Israel	et	al.,	2003;	Baker	et	al.,	2003;	Baillon	et	al.,	2004;	Snow	et	al.,
2004;	Dowling	et	al.,	2007;	Garland	et	al.,	2007;	Lin	et	al.,	2007;	Rolland	et	al.,	2007;	Hicks-Moore	and	Robinson,	2008;	Raglio	et	al.,	2008;	Burns	et	al.,	2009;	Cooke	et	al.,	2010;	Eggermont	et	al.,	2010;	Burns	et	al.,	2011;	Kolanowski	et	al.,	2011;	Sung	et	al.,	2012;	Fu	et	al.,	2013;	O’Connor	et	al.,	2013;	Lowery	et	al.,	2014;	Moyle	et	al.,	2014;	Sánchez
et	al.,	2016a;	Sánchez	et	al.,	2016b).	Am.	J.	A	randomised	controlled	trial	of	the	use	of	aromatherapy	and	hand	massage	to	reduce	disruptive	behaviour	in	people	with	dementia.	J.,	Schnelle,	J.	0,	25–37.	BMJ	343,	d4551.	doi:	10.1002/14651858.CD008191.pub2PubMed	Abstract	|	CrossRef	Full	Text	|	Google	Scholar	Selenica,	M.	However,	given	that
person-centered	approaches	tailored	to	individual	patients	appear	to	be	the	most	efficacious,	others	have	questioned	the	extent	to	which	non-pharmacological	approaches	can	be	standardized	and	studied	in	large	RCTs	(Cohen-Mansfield,	2013).To	reconcile	both	of	these	perspectives	and	to	integrate	the	implementation	of	both	pharmacological	and
non-pharmacological	interventions	in	practice,	Kales	and	colleagues	developed	the	describe,	investigate,	create,	evaluate	(DICE)	approach	(Kales	et	al.,	2014).	doi:	10.1097/YCO.0000000000000399PubMed	Abstract	|	CrossRef	Full	Text	|	Google	Scholar	Šimić,	G.,	Babić	Leko,	M.,	Wray,	S.,	Harrington,	C.	Progressive	muscle	relaxation	in	the
management	of	behavioural	disturbance	in	Alzheimer’s	disease.	P.,	Adunuri,	N.,	Gill,	S.	doi:	10.1111/j.1532-5415.1999.tb07237.xCrossRef	Full	Text	|	Google	Scholar	Cao,	T.,	Zhou,	X.,	Zheng,	X.,	Cui,	Y.,	Tsien,	J.	doi:	10.1016/S0165-0327(02)00066-6PubMed	Abstract	|	CrossRef	Full	Text	|	Google	Scholar	Waltes,	R.,	Chiocchetti,	A.	K.,	Ismail,	M.
However,	research	has	failed	to	demonstrate	long-term,	significant	reductions	in	HIDA	domain	symptoms	relative	to	usual	care	once	needs-based	interventions	end	(Husebo	et	al.,	2011).	F.,	Sarasola,	D.,	Serrano,	C.	Psychiatry	169	(9),	946–953.	doi:	10.1177/153331750201700205CrossRef	Full	Text	|	Google	Scholar	Burgio,	L.	C.,	Zhang,	X.,	Pyfer,	M.
Psychiatry	173	(5),	543–546.	J.,	Roberts,	E.,	Minakaran,	N.,	Schneider,	L.,	Farrimond,	L.	S.,	Zubenko,	G.	Although	studies	have	not	specifically	examined	the	benefits	of	CBT	on	HIDA	domain	symptoms,	evidence	for	lasting	reductions	in	overall	BPSD	and	affective	domain	symptoms	calls	for	additional	research	into	the	efficacy	of	CBT	for	agitation	an
aggression	(Marriott	et	al.,	2000;	Akkerman,	2004;	Kurz	et	al.,	2012;	Kwok	et	al.,	2014;	Spector	et	al.,	2015).	Reality	orientation	for	dementia:	a	systematic	review	of	the	evidence	of	effectiveness	from	randomized	controlled	trials.	To	date,	there	are	more	than	80	instruments	for	measuring	BPSD	(van	der	Linde	et	al.,	2014b).	Psychiatry	206	(6),	509–
516.	doi:	10.1111/jpm.12336CrossRef	Full	Text	|	Google	Scholar	van	der	Linde,	R.	(2),	CD008191.	However,	these	drugs	may	be	prescribed	at	rates	of	25–42%	in	patients	with	dementia	(Farina	et	al.,	2017),	either	owing	to	their	effectiveness	in	treating	agitation	and	other	HIDA	domain	symptoms	or	reflecting	the	limited	toolbox	that	physicians	have	in
treating	affective	domain	symptoms.Similar	to	atypical	antipsychotics,	antidepressants	likely	provide	only	a	minimal	benefit	for	patients	with	HIDA	domain	symptoms	(Seitz	et	al.,	2011;	Wilkins	and	Forester,	2016;	Farina	et	al.,	2017).	Prazosin	for	the	treatment	of	behavioral	symptoms	in	patients	with	Alzheimer	disease	with	agitation	and	aggression.
Neuropsychiatric	signs	and	symptoms	of	Alzheimer’s	disease:	new	treatment	paradigms.	doi:	10.1016/S1474-4422(09)70045-6PubMed	Abstract	|	CrossRef	Full	Text	|	Google	Scholar	Chiu,	Y.-C.,	Algase,	D.,	Whall,	A.,	Liang,	J.,	Liu,	H.-C.,	Lin,	K.-N.,	et	al.	doi:	10.1177/153331750201700603PubMed	Abstract	|	CrossRef	Full	Text	|	Google	Scholar	Fossey,
J.,	Ballard,	C.,	Juszczak,	E.,	James,	I.,	Alder,	N.,	Jacoby,	R.,	et	al.	doi:	10.1016/j.arr.2011.07.002PubMed	Abstract	|	CrossRef	Full	Text	|	Google	Scholar	Baillon,	S.,	Van	Diepen,	E.,	Prettyman,	R.,	Redman,	J.,	Rooke,	N.,	Campbell,	R.	doi:	10.1097/MLR.0b013e31818457cePubMed	Abstract	|	CrossRef	Full	Text	|	Google	Scholar	Geda,	Y.	CNS	Spectr.	Thus,
on	an	institutional	level,	psychoeducation	of	caregivers	and	staff	is	one	of	the	most	effective	ways	to	reduce	HIDA	domain	symptoms.Sensory	Stimulation	InterventionsPatients	with	dementia	who	are	socially	isolated,	inactive,	or	bored	demonstrate	increased	verbally	disruptive	behavior	and	excess	motor	activity	(Cohen-Mansfield,	2000;	Cohen-
Mansfield	et	al.,	2015).	Sexuality	in	the	nursing	home,	part	2:	managing	abnormal	behavior—legal	and	ethical	issues.	A.,	Passchier,	J.,	Pepplinkhuizen,	L.	Excitingly,	a	recent	RCT	of	194	AD	patients	over	10	weeks	(Cummings	et	al.,	2015)	demonstrated	that	AVP-923	improved	aggression	and	agitation	scores	as	measured	by	the	NPI	and	was	similarly
effective	at	different	stages	during	the	disease.	Can.	W.,	Bruijn,	J.	doi:	10.1177/073346489701600102CrossRef	Full	Text	|	Google	Scholar	Tosto,	G.,	Talarico,	G.,	Lenzi,	G.	V.,	Declercq,	T.,	et	al.	51	(9),	1326.	In	AD,	reductions	in	cholinergic	and	serotonergic	markers	have	been	reproducibly	associated	with	agitation	and	aggression	(Rosenberg	et	al.,
2015).	A.,	Limcangco,	M.	J.,	Cummings,	J.	Asp.	S.,	Tosi,	U.,	Iascone,	D.	Effects	of	music	on	agitation	in	dementia:	a	meta-analysis.	J.,	Anand,	V.,	Forlizzi,	J.,	Dew,	M.	T.,	Gilley,	D.	Alzheimer’s	Dis.	E.,	Hsiung,	G.	E.,	McNeill,	S.,	Schindel	Martin,	L.,	Acorn,	M.,	An,	D.	Evaluation	of	the	safety,	tolerability,	and	efficacy	of	pimavanserin	versus	placebo	in
patients	with	Alzheimer’s	disease	psychosis:	a	phase	2,	randomised,	placebo-controlled,	double-blind	study.	A.,	Josefsson,	K.,	Kihlgren,	M.	In	addition,	many	programs	have	aimed	to	discourage	the	use	of	antipsychotics	in	the	elderly,	including	Beers	criteria,	Screening	Tool	of	Older	Persons’	Prescriptions	(STOPP),	Screening	Tool	to	Alert	Doctors	to
the	Right	Treatment	(START),	and	Choosing	Wisely	(O’Mahony	et	al.,	2015;	Koenig	et	al.,	2016;	Kirkham	et	al.,	2017;	Yunusa	et	al.,	2019).	doi:	10.1016/j.jagp.2013.01.007PubMed	Abstract	|	CrossRef	Full	Text	|	Google	Scholar	Strøm,	B.	R.,	Porsteinsson,	A.	Further,	other	RCTs	have	not	demonstrated	that	multisensory	stimulation	therapy	significantly
reduces	agitation	or	disruptive	behavior	(Robichaud	et	al.,	1994;	van	Diepen	et	al.,	2002).	No	long-term	effect	of	behavioral	treatment	on	psychotropic	drug	use	for	agitation	in	Alzheimer’s	disease	patients.	In	contrast,	aripiprazole	and	quetiapine	were	safer	in	terms	of	cerebrovascular	accidents	(CVAs)	compared	with	the	higher	risk	of	CVAs	when
taking	risperidone	or	olanzapine.	Frontotemporal	dementia:	treatment	response	to	serotonin	selective	reuptake	inhibitors.	Comparative	efficacy	and	safety	of	therapy	for	the	behavioral	and	psychological	symptoms	of	dementia:	a	systemic	review	and	Bayesian	network	meta-analysis.	Neuropsychol.	These	interventions	can	activate	either	a	single
sensory	modality	or	multiple	sensory	modalities	within	a	session.	(1982).	F.,	Tractenberg,	R.	Despite	the	extensive	toolbox	of	non-pharmacological	treatments	available,	limited	resources	and	guidance	have	impeded	the	extent	to	which	they	are	used	in	real-world	clinical	settings	(Kales	et	al.,	2014).Regarding	pharmacotherapy,	agents	that	are
currently	available	are	either	inefficacious	or	carry	the	risk	for	dangerous	side	effects	that	outweigh	their	benefits	(Margallo‐Lana	et	al.,	2001;	Schneider	et	al.,	2006;	Passmore	et	al.,	2008;	Ballard	and	Corbett,	2010;	Maher	et	al.,	2011;	Koenig	et	al.,	2016;	Kongpakwattana	et	al.,	2018).	doi:	10.1080/713755590CrossRef	Full	Text	|	Google	Scholar
Sung,	H.-C.,	Lee,	W.-L.,	Li,	T.-L.,	Watson,	R.	doi:	10.1002/14651858.CD005593CrossRef	Full	Text	|	Google	Scholar	Bowlby,	M.	Overall,	the	general	recommendation	from	these	studies	is	that	if	atypical	antipsychotics	are	needed	due	to	severe	HIDA	domain	symptoms,	there	should	be	discussion	of	their	risks	and	benefits	and	consideration	of	tapering
after	4	months	of	use	(Reus	et	al.,	2016).While	these	medications	have	their	place	in	treating	HIDA	domain	symptoms,	determining	the	relative	efficacy	and	safety	of	one	atypical	antipsychotic	versus	another	has	been	challenging.	doi:	10.1177/0706743716673321PubMed	Abstract	|	CrossRef	Full	Text	|	Google	Scholar	Kitten,	A.	Histone	deacetylase	6
inhibition	improves	memory	and	reduces	total	tau	levels	in	a	mouse	model	of	tau	deposition.	Because	these	drugs	are	often	prescribed	to	patients	with	AD	and	other	dementias,	they	are	also	well	studied	in	terms	of	their	effects	on	the	HIDA	domain,	though	often	as	secondary	or	exploratory	analyses	of	larger	trials.Regarding	acetylcholinesterase
inhibitors,	evidence	for	their	efficacy	in	treating	HIDA	domain	symptoms	remains	inconsistent.	doi:	10.1192/bjp.176.6.557PubMed	Abstract	|	CrossRef	Full	Text	|	Google	Scholar	Mastroeni,	D.,	Grover,	A.,	Delvaux,	E.,	Whiteside,	C.,	Coleman,	P.	Influence	of	behavioral	symptoms	on	rates	of	institutionalization	for	persons	with	Alzheimer’s	disease.
Though	speculative,	these	represent	two	complementary	pathways	of	neurodegeneration	that	may	underlie	HIDA	domain	symptoms.Non-Pharmacological	Treatment	ApproachesDementia	treatment	guidelines	assert	that	non-pharmacological	approaches	are	first-line	for	mild	or	moderate	HIDA	domain	symptoms	that	do	not	compromise	the	patient’s
immediate	safety	(American	Geriatrics	Society	and	American	Association	for	Geriatric	Psychiatry,	2003).	Psychiatry	Neurol.	355	(15),	1525–1538.	17	(3),	211–218.	Dir.	Since	this	time,	other	trials	have	echoed	this	narrow	risk–benefit	trade-off	(Passmore	et	al.,	2008;	Maher	et	al.,	2011).	The	extent	to	which	changes	in	agitation	and	aggression
specifically	were	clinically	meaningful	was	not	addressed.	R.,	Delalle,	I.,	Jovanov-Milošević,	N.,	et	al.	Exercise	program	for	nursing	home	residents	with	Alzheimer’s	disease:	a	1-year	randomized,	controlled	trial.	As	a	result,	HDAC	inhibition	may	have	a	dual	effect	in	reducing	the	adverse	side	effects	of	long-term	atypical	antipsychotics	and	improving
other	symptoms	of	AD	pathogenesis.A	number	of	studies	have	already	examined	monotherapy	with	HDAC	inhibition	in	various	preclinical	mouse	models	of	AD,	revealing	that	HDAC	inhibitors	can	improve	memory	performance	in	these	mice	(Francis	et	al.,	2009;	Corbett	et	al.,	2017;	Cuadrado-Tejedor	et	al.,	2017;	Cao	et	al.,	2018).	F.,	Shapira,	J.	Thus,
it	is	logical	that	any	benefits	observed	during	sensory	stimulation	sessions	will	remit	once	those	sessions	end.	doi:	10.1097/WAD.0b013e3181630b6fPubMed	Abstract	|	CrossRef	Full	Text	|	Google	Scholar	Ragneskog,	H.,	Gerdner,	L.	These	symptoms	may	present	before	clinically	significant	memory	decline	and	are	correlated	with	a	greater	likelihood	of
conversion	to	AD	from	mild	cognitive	impairment	(MCI)	(Serra	et	al.,	2010).	Unfortunately,	one	frequent	method	of	delivering	reality	orientation	therapy	utilizes	a	classroom	approach	(Bowlby,	1991),	but	patients	who	exhibit	aggressive	symptoms	or	wandering	are	often	excluded	due	to	concerns	about	managing	disruptions	in	a	classroom	setting
(O’Connell	et	al.,	2007).	T.,	Tay,	L.,	Wong,	Y.	Psychiatry	17	(2),	88–104.	21	(12),	759–765.	L.,	Robinson,	B.	Aggression	is	correlated	with	an	increased	risk	of	self-injurious	behavior	(Gilley	et	al.,	2004;	de	Jonghe-Rouleau	et	al.,	2005).	(1994).	doi:	10.1016/S0197-4580(02)00137-9PubMed	Abstract	|	CrossRef	Full	Text	|	Google	Scholar	Volkers,	A.	S.,
Yanowitch,	R.	Sensory	stimulation—a	way	of	creating	mutual	relations	in	dementia	care.	15	(6),	920–925.	Research	agenda	for	DSM-V:	diagnostic	categories	and	criteria	for	neuropsychiatric	syndromes	in	dementia.	doi:	10.3233/JAD-2011-101701CrossRef	Full	Text	|	Google	Scholar	Ng,	B.,	Camacho,	A.,	Bardwell,	W.,	Sewell,	D.	As	cannabinoid
research	continues	to	progress,	it	will	be	interesting	to	see	if	these	medications	truly	benefit	patients	with	HIDA	domain	symptoms.Lastly,	the	atypical	anxiolytics	tandospirone	and	buspirone,	which	block	5HT1A,	have	been	suggested	as	potential	treatments	for	the	HIDA	domain.	The	peaceful	mind	program:	a	pilot	test	of	a	cognitive–behavioral
therapy-based	intervention	for	anxious	patients	with	dementia.	34	(6),	1129–1135.	doi:	10.1089/acm.2015.0158CrossRef	Full	Text	|	Google	Scholar	Yunusa,	I.,	Alsumali,	A.,	Garba,	A.	S.,	McMurtray,	A.,	Licht,	E.	Intelligent	assistive	technology	applications	to	dementia	care:	current	capabilities,	limitations,	and	future	challenges.	Geriatr.	doi:
10.1038/nn.3092PubMed	Abstract	|	CrossRef	Full	Text	|	Google	Scholar	Wilson,	R.	doi:	10.1016/j.mam.2015.05.005CrossRef	Full	Text	|	Google	Scholar	Rowe,	M.	Psychiatry	21	(10),	972–976.	(2016).	R.,	Evoy,	K.	In	terms	of	pharmacotherapy,	case	studies	and	small,	unblinded	trials	suggest	that	SSRIs—namely,	citalopram—may	have	the	potential	to
reduce	sexual	disinhibition	in	patients	with	dementia	(Tosto	et	al.,	2008).	L.,	Lyketsos,	C.	A.,	Lyketsos,	C.	doi:	10.1017/S1041610209990354PubMed	Abstract	|	CrossRef	Full	Text	|	Google	Scholar	Rolland,	Y.,	Pillard,	F.,	Klapouszczak,	A.,	Reynish,	E.,	Thomas,	D.,	Andrieu,	S.,	et	al.	S.,	Tan,	K.	Appl.	(2014a).	9	(1),	31–44.	Moreover,	these	symptoms	are
correlated	with	greater	direct	and	indirect	costs	as	well	as	higher	caregiver	burden	(Clyburn	et	al.,	2000;	Allegri	et	al.,	2006;	Herrmann	et	al.,	2006).Given	the	high	prevalence	of	BPSD	in	neurodegenerative	patients,	clinical	instruments	to	aid	in	BPSD	assessment	are	essential.	However,	an	RCT	of	272	patients	did	not	find	that	donepezil	reduced
agitation	or	total	NPI	score	(Howard	et	al.,	2007).	Utilizing	ambient	and	wearable	sensors	to	monitor	sleep	and	stress	for	people	with	BPSD	in	nursing	homes.	Although	these	methods	are	still	being	developed	and	are	not	yet	widely	used	in	clinical	settings,	research	suggests	that	implementing	them	is	feasible	and	well	tolerated	by	patients	with
dementia.	17	(3),	174–180.	Moreover,	therapists	teach	caregivers	and	dementia	patients	specific	strategies	for	lessening	the	frequency	of	these	disruptive	behaviors.	doi:	10.1176/appi.ajp.2015.173501PubMed	Abstract	|	CrossRef	Full	Text	|	Google	Scholar	Robichaud,	L.,	Hébert,	R.,	Desrosiers,	J.	J.,	Bienias,	J.	Efficacy	and	comparative	effectiveness	of
atypical	antipsychotic	medications	for	off-label	uses	in	adults:	a	systematic	review	and	meta-analysis.	Pharmacoepigenomic	interventions	as	novel	potential	treatments	for	Alzheimer’s	and	Parkinson’s	diseases.	Overall,	increased	investigation	of	antiepileptic	drugs	is	warranted,	and	use	of	them	in	patients	with	severe	HIDA	domain	symptoms	and
resistance	to	atypical	antipsychotics	or	antidepressants	may	be	warranted	in	select	clinical	situations.Cognitive	EnhancersThough	cognitive	decline	in	AD	cannot	currently	be	slowed	or	reversed,	select	drugs	targeting	cholinergic	and	glutamatergic	pathways	have	been	prescribed	to	ameliorate	cognitive	symptoms	in	this	disease.	One	small	RCT
demonstrated	that	both	validation	therapy	and	reminiscence	therapy	significantly	reduced	overall	BPSD	scores	as	measured	by	the	NPI	in	patients	compared	with	patients	receiving	no	treatment	(Deponte	and	Missan,	2007).	A	preliminary	open-label	study	of	5-HT1A	partial	agonist	tandospirone	for	behavioural	and	psychological	symptoms	associated
with	dementia.	doi:	10.1017/S1461145706007000PubMed	Abstract	|	CrossRef	Full	Text	|	Google	Scholar	Scales,	K.,	Zimmerman,	S.,	Miller,	S.	Am.	Geriatr.	13	(1),	121–128.	Effectiveness	of	validation	therapy	(VT)	in	group:	preliminary	results.	doi:	10.1093/geronb/58.1.S58CrossRef	Full	Text	|	Google	Scholar	Ikeda,	M.,	Tanabe,	H.,	Horino,	T.,	Komori,
K.,	Hirao,	K.,	Yamada,	N.,	et	al.	doi:	10.1097/00045391-200405000-00013PubMed	Abstract	|	CrossRef	Full	Text	|	Google	Scholar	Allegri,	R.	One	RCT	focusing	on	therapist-conducted	behavior	management	demonstrated	significant	reductions	in	overall	BPSD	as	assessed	with	the	NPI	(Suhr,	1999).	A	pilot	study	on	a	home-based	caregiver	training
program	for	improving	caregiver	self-efficacy	and	decreasing	the	behavioral	problems	of	elders	with	dementia	in	Taiwan.	Neuropsychiatric	symptoms	in	Alzheimer’s	disease:	what	might	be	associated	brain	circuits?	130,	414–419.	Arch.	A.,	Linton,	A.	There	have	not	been	many	high-quality	RCTs	of	validation	therapy,	and	only	one	RCT	has	examined
the	impact	of	validation	therapy	on	HIDA	domain	symptoms	(Toseland	et	al.,	1997).	What	is	person-centred	care	in	dementia?	Aging	8,	565–572.	doi:	10.1348/014466501163508PubMed	Abstract	|	CrossRef	Full	Text	|	Google	Scholar	Baker,	R.,	Holloway,	J.,	Holtkamp,	C.	Am.	Med.	W.,	Robbins,	T.	Difficulty	controlling	HIDA	domain	symptoms	is
compounded	by	the	fact	that	currently	available	non-pharmacological	and	pharmacological	interventions	are	only	moderately	efficacious.	G.,	O’Brien,	J.	W.,	Holroyd,	S.	doi:	10.1016/j.pneurobio.2016.04.001PubMed	Abstract	|	CrossRef	Full	Text	|	Google	Scholar	Sink,	K.	doi:	10.1097/JGP.0b013e31823033f3CrossRef	Full	Text	|	Google	Scholar
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222.	In	addition,	there	are	a	few	scarce	reports	and	one	small	trial	of	the	beta-blockers	propranolol	and	pindolol	demonstrating	that	these	drugs	can	significantly	reduce	dementia-related	agitation	(Peskind	et	al.,	2005;	Passmore	et	al.,	2008).	What	is	the	therapeutic	value	of	antidepressants	in	dementia?	Effect	of	selective	serotonin	reuptake	inhibitors
in	Alzheimer’s	disease	with	comorbid	depression:	a	meta-analysis	of	depression	and	cognitive	outcomes.	C.,	Gitlin,	L.	In	contrast,	the	goal	of	behavioral	interventions	is	to	identify	specific,	problematic	stimuli	or	situations	that	may	be	eliciting	disruptive	behaviors	from	a	patient	with	dementia.	Aromatherapy	as	a	safe	and	effective	treatment	for	the
management	of	agitation	in	severe	dementia:	the	results	of	a	double-blind,	placebo-controlled	trial	with	Melissa.	S.,	Thein,	K.,	Regier,	N.	Still,	it	may	be	more	beneficial	to	prescribe	SSRIs	than	atypical	antipsychotics	in	elderly	patients	because	the	risks	of	mortality,	stroke,	and	extrapyramidal	side	effects	are	lower.	Gerontol.	JAMA	306	(12),	1359–
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gabapentin	has	a	handful	of	case	reports	suggesting	that	it	may	be	effective	in	treating	agitation	and	aggression	in	dementia	but	has	no	prospective	cohorts	or	RCTs	(Supasitthumrong	et	al.,	2019).	By	increasing	patients’	congruence	with	their	surroundings,	this	approach	aims	to	reduce	BPSD	by	increasing	patients’	quality	of	life,	promoting	positive
feelings	and	experiences,	and	facilitating	healthy	social	interactions	and	relationships.	G.,	McGuire,	R.	15	(2),	99–105.	G.,	Bentham,	P.,	Brown,	R.	RCTs	utilizing	reality	orientation	therapy	have	demonstrated	mild,	short-term	cognitive	improvements;	however,	they	have	not	shown	that	it	elicits	a	significant	reduction	in	overall	BPSD	(Hanley	et	al.,
1981;	Wallis	et	al.,	1983;	Baldelli	et	al.,	1993;	Onder	et	al.,	2005).	doi:	10.1007/s40501-018-0134-4PubMed	Abstract	|	CrossRef	Full	Text	|	Google	Scholar	McShane,	R.,	Westby,	M.	M.,	Luxenberg,	J.	As	dementia	progressively	compromises	patients’	communication	abilities,	attempts	to	communicate	may	manifest	as	agitated	and	aggressive	behaviors
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regions	decreases	the	expression	and	functioning	of	drug-targeted	receptors,	therefore	limiting	this	window	in	elderly	patients.	Arguably,	the	best	evidence	for	the	roles	of	SSRIs	in	the	treatment	of	agitation	comes	from	the	CIT-AD	trial	(Porsteinsson	et	al.,	2014)	in	which	citalopram	was	shown	to	reduce	agitation	symptoms	on	the	Neurobehavioral
Rating	Scale	(NRBS-A),	Clinical	Global	Impression	of	Change	(CGIC),	and	CMAI	over	9	weeks.	Oral	administration	of	histone	deacetylase	inhibitor	MS-275	ameliorates	neuroinflammation	and	cerebral	amyloidosis	and	improves	behavior	in	a	mouse	model.	Atypical	antipsychotics	share	a	common	mechanism	of	action	in	reducing	serotonin	2A	receptor
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from	patients’	perspectives,	and	facilitate	positive	relationships	and	communications	(Brooker,	2003).	Therefore,	research	into	the	efficacy	of	CBT	in	treating	HIDA	domain	symptoms	is	needed.Caregiver	and	staff	psychoeducation	targeted	towards	BPSD	goes	beyond	education	in	person-centered	care	or	behavioral	interventions	in	that	it	provides
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with	their	environment	(Lykkeslet	et	al.,	2014).	However,	most	other	RCTs	have	not	found	that	active	nor	passive	music	therapy	reduces	HIDA	domain	symptoms	to	a	greater	degree	than	other	non-pharmacological	interventions	or	control	conditions.	7	(2),	167–173.	At	first,	the	HIDA	domain	may	seem	like	a	disparate	set	of	aberrant	motor



dysfunctions	and	behavioral	states,	but	these	symptoms	all	represent	a	common	deficit	in	the	appropriate	inhibition	of	one’s	actions.	Clustering	of	behavioural	and	psychological	symptoms	in	dementia	(BPSD):	A	European	Alzheimer’s	Disease	Consortium	(EADC)	Study.	Behavioral	problems	in	dementia:	a	factor	analysis	of	the	Neuropsychiatric
Inventory.	Psychiatry.	Ther.	BMC	Complement.	As	there	is	no	clear	consensus	on	this,	many	physicians	lack	proper	training	in	non-pharmacological	approaches,	BPSD	assessment,	and	ways	of	choosing	and	communicating	these	interventions	to	caregivers	(Kales	et	al.,	2014).To	strengthen	the	consensus	regarding	non-pharmacological	interventions,
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are	related	to	increased	wandering	and	disorientation,	which	can	in	turn	put	patients	at	an	increased	risk	for	falls	and	mortality	(Chiu	et	al.,	2004).	Am.	Occup.	Even	in	studies	in	which	symptom	reductions	were	observed,	light	therapy	rarely	outperformed	care	as	usual	or	placebo,	and	caregiver-perceived	improvements	were	not	noted	(Ancoli-Israel
et	al.,	2003;	Burns	et	al.,	2009).	In	a	needs-driven	approach,	care	providers	analyze	the	contexts	in	which	disruptive	behaviors	occur	to	determine	if	these	behaviors	are	an	expression	of	patients’	unmet	needs	and	seek	to	address	them.	47	(2),	203–214.	27	(2),	155–163.	L.,	Beattie,	E.,	Shum,	D.	Group	work	with	disoriented	nursing	home	residents.	doi:
10.1016/S1474-4422(18)30039-5PubMed	Abstract	|	CrossRef	Full	Text	|	Google	Scholar	Ballard,	C.,	Corbett,	A.,	Chitramohan,	R.,	Aarsland,	D.	doi:	10.1097/00019442-200303000-00010CrossRef	Full	Text	|	Google	Scholar	Antonini,	A.,	Leenders,	K.	Sensory	stimulation	for	persons	with	dementia:	a	review	of	the	literature.	Moreover,	future
pharmacological	studies	that	perform	detailed	symptom	characterization	and	treatment	evaluation	via	the	DICE	approach	are	more	likely	to	reveal	which	patients	will	benefit	most	from	certain	pharmacotherapies.	Additionally,	some	RCTs	have	shown	that	massage	alone	can	significantly	reduce	agitation	than	can	no	treatment	(Remington,	2002;
Hicks-Moore	and	Robinson,	2008),	though	others	have	actually	demonstrated	an	increase	in	agitation	following	massage	(Moyle	et	al.,	2014).	16	(1),	9–14.	Lamotrigine	similarly	has	low-quality	evidence	from	a	retrospective	chart	review	and	open-label	clinical	trial	showing	that	it	may	reduce	agitation	in	dementia	(Ng	et	al.,	2009;	Suzuki	and	Gen,
2015).	(2004).	Examples	of	symptom-specific	measures	include	the	Overt	Aggression	Scale	(OAS)	for	irritability	and	aggression	and	the	Cohen-Mansfield	Agitation	Inventory	(CMAI)	for	agitation.	In	comparison	with	social	contact	or	with	usual	care,	this	intervention	led	to	significant	decreases	in	nurses’	ratings	of	patients’	physical	and	verbal
aggression.	Moreover,	therapists	can	modify	the	content	of	the	skills	they	teach	and	the	methods	they	use	to	deliver	them	in	ways	that	are	compatible	with	the	diminished	cognitive	function	in	dementia	(Stanley	et	al.,	2013).	Interestingly,	these	drugs	are	notoriously	poor	for	treating	affective	domain	symptoms	in	AD	(Sepehry	et	al.,	2012;	Farina	et	al.,
2017),	suggesting	that	their	manifestation	is	unlikely	to	be	similar	to	that	in	otherwise	healthy,	young	patients.	Neuropsychopharmacology	39	(6),	1469–1478.	Only	a	handful	of	quality	trials	have	examined	effects	on	patients’	aberrant	motor	activity	or	irritability	(Cott	et	al.,	2002;	Dowling	et	al.,	2007;	Raglio	et	al.,	2008;	Cummings	et	al.,	2015;	Ballard
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of	neuropsychiatric	symptoms	to	the	cost	of	dementia	care.	Psychiatry	29	(6),	562–568.	A	recent	Cochrane	Systematic	Review	suggests	that	withdrawal	from	these	medications	has	little	effect	or	no	effect	on	overall	BPSD,	mortality,	and	cognitive	function	(Leeuwen	et	al.,	2018).	For	antidepressants,	SSRIs	are	the	most	common	type	prescribed	for
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